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THE 1^75 EXPLORATION PROGRAMME 

ABINO GOLD MINES LIMITED

Introductiont

During the past year the writer directed an extensive exploration 

programme on the property of Abino Ooid Mines Limited, in the Red Lake area. 

The programme, whioh consisted of fliaflon^ drilling geophysical and ggoj- 

chemical surveye. was conducted in several areas of the property* Some 35 

drill holes were completed for a total of 17,622 feet of drilling*

Very encouraging results were obtained from the granodiorite 
structure where several holes returned good assay results over substantial 

widths* A number of other targets were drilled in different areas of the 
property, and significant gfiijL values were obtained from some of these 
locations*

A review of the geology of the property, particular!ly the 

granodiorite area, together with a summary of the results obtained to 
date are to be found within the body of this report* Recommendations for 
additional diamond drilling from the ice to further explore the granodiorite 

intrusive have been made. On the completion of this drilling, it has also



been recommended that an underground programme be undertaken in order 

to properly evaluate the mine making potential of the granodiorite area.

AB the subjects of location and means of access, history of the 

claims, and the general geology of the claims have been adequately 

covered in Mr. Grant Harper'6 report dated December 20, 1974i a repetition 

of this material has not been included in this report.

Geology of the Granodiorite Intrusive;

A large complex granodiorite intrusive had formerly been traced 

northeast across the Kayrcac claims for a distance of 1,800 feet, up to 

the Abino boundary. This intrusive, which is sill like in character 

strikes N57 E and dips 70 to the northwest. At the southwest end, the 

intrusive splits into several parallel sills up to 40 feet in width which 

are separated by altered lava. The estructuro apparently atill continues 

to the southwest under the overburden, beyond hole K-12. The intrusive 

attains a maximum width of 200 feat in the vicinity of the former Abiuo- 

Kaymac boundary, and it has now been traced for 1,000 feet northeast of 

this point by drilling. An old Abino hole, A-9i encountered the intrusive 

at depth, some 1,500 feet northeast of the old boundary, and gold values 

were intersected within it. From oar present knowledge, it appears that 

the granodiorite intrusive extends for at least 3,300 feet northeast along 

strike beyond hole K-12. The structure hat* been tested to a vertical 

depth of over 600 feet by holes K-28, K-29 and AK-9* All of these holes 

encountered gold values and AK-9 returned one of the better intersections 

obtained on the property to date.

The intrusive ie variable in composition and texture. The rook 

varies from granodiorite to a more basic diorite, and the texture gradeo 

frota granitic to porphyritic. The porphyritic phases are uuually found 

near the contacts of the intrusive. Harrow lamprophyre dykes are commonly 

found within the intrusive, and they usually strike northeast, parallel to 

the structure* The rock is mineralized throughout with from 1^ to 5/C 

diceeminuted sulphides, either pyrite or pyrrhotite, or both*

The whole mass, which is more competent than the soft altered 

lava or serpentenite which surrounds it, hue been subjected to fracturing.
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Sorae areas are intensly fractured while other areas appear to be less 

affected* The fractures, which are sometimes chloritic, have usually 

been filled with quartz stringers and veins which vary from 1/16" up to 

2 feet in width* Locally the granodiorite has been intenaly altered to 

sericite and carbonate in the zones of most frequent fracturing* The 

quartz stringers are normally mineralized with pyrite and pyrrhotite, and 

sometimes they also contain galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and native 

gold* Gold values have been found along the entire length of the intrusive 

associated with these quartz stringers and veins. Where the stringers and 

veins are found close together, significant gold values have been obtained 

over considerable widths.

There are beleived to be several directions of gold bearing 

quartz filled fractures within the intrusive. This is evident from the 

different angles at which the fractures intersect the core* At the south 

west end, where the intrusive has been exposed by trenching, most of the 

quartz fractures were observed to strike northwest across the intrusive* 

As the original Kaymao drilling was done in a southeast direction, parallel 

to this set of stringers, erratic and discontinuous gold values were the 

resultt due to the poor angle of intersection with the quarts stringers*

The 1951 Kaymao drilling programme was designed to intersect 

the northwest stringers at a better angle, and also to test the intrusive 

along its strike. Holes drilled to the west at -45O appeared to obtain 

the best results, particularly in the areas of the Abino boundary and the 

Kaymac point* As mentioned in a previous report, the 1^75 drilling 

programme was an extension of the 1^51 programme, northeast across the 

former boundary line* The latest holes were drilled west at -41? i and 

they encountered three main directions of fracturing) TO0 to the core 

axis, 450( and approximately parallel to the oore axis* The fractures at 
700 to the oore appeared to be the widest and they seemed to contain the 
best gold valueai however, visible gold was also observed in the other two 

seta of fractures. From these observations it is apparent that no single 
drill holt direction can give optimum results, as it is not possible to 
drill normal to all the gold bearing stringers and veins*
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It should be noted that the intersection obtained in hoi* AK-9 

at a depth of 1,000 feet in the hole, was somewhat different in character 

than the other intersections* The hole encountered an intensly altered 

zone where the granodiorite was bleached and altered to sericite and 

carbonate. The zone was mineralized with stibnite and some sphalerite 

and contained fairly frequent narrow chlorite seams. Considerable free 
gold was present in the chlorite seams, and only a minor amount of vein 

quartz was present.

Granodiorite Drilling Results;

Several old Kaymao holes located near the boundary area 

returned significant gold values within the granodiorite intrusive. 
The results of this drilling were as follows]

Orade oa/ton uncutHole No

K-28 
K-28 
K-28 
K-28

K-29 
K-29

K-66 
K-66 
K-66 
K-66

K-69 
K-69

K-70 
K-70 
K-70

.11 

.10 

.08 

.08

.16 

.18

.10
1.10
.28
.168
.16 
.142

.22

.22 

.14

Width

5.0 
1.6 
3.0 
2.0

5-0 
5.0
7.6
1.2
1.2

62.2

3.5 
12.4

5.0 
5.0 
2.7

Footage

675.0-680.0 
755.4-757.0 
761.0-764.0 
779.3-782.3
747.0-752.0 
846.0-851.0
183.9-191.5 
215.0-216.2
310.7-311.9 
332.8-395.0
147.3-150.8 
337.1-349.7
310.0-315.0 
240.0-245*0 
381.8-384*5

In view of the fact that holes K-28 and K-29 were drilled 

southeast, parallel to the main direction of fracturing, it was 

expected that a westerly bearing hole in this area would likely show 

an improvement in the values. Hole AK-9 was subsequently drilled 
west at -45O And was designed to pass through the same area as K-28 

and K-29* This hole returned an average uncut grade of .30 oz per ton 

over 27.3 feet from 983.0 to 1015.3 feet.
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In the 1975 drilling programme a total of 10 holes were 

drilled to intersect the granodiorite. Holes AK-1, AK-2, AK-3, AK-5 

AK-6 and AK-7 were all drilled westerly from the ice in order to 

explore the intrusive for northwesterly trending fracture zones* 

Holes AK-4 and AK-6 were situated on the sherd and were drilled 

southeast in order to locate the intrusive. AK-9 and AK-14 were 

also situated on the shore and were drilled westerly to explore for 

fracture zones at depth.

Hole AK-1 was located 50 feet east of hole K-66 and was 

drilled west, parallel to it at -450 . The following results were 

obtained. 

Hole No* Grade o z/t on uncut Width Footage

AK-1 .06 21.4 137.1-206.5
AK-1 .11 2.8 284.^-287.3
AK-1 .138 93.0 325*0-418.0
AK-1 .10 I.? 571-5-573.2

Hole AK-2 was located 215 feet northeast of hole AK-1 and was 

drilled west at -450* The following results were obtained. 

No* Grade ozton uncut Width Footae

AK-2 .05 18.0 225.0-243.0
AK-2 .444 43.5 397.5-441.0
AK-2 .12 3.0 466.6-469.6
AK-2 .10 2. y 534.0-536.9

In both of the above drill holes, visible gold was observed 

in several places throughout the core. It is interesting to note that 
within the wide intersections obtained in holes K-66, AK-1 and AK-2, eaoh 

hole contained a very rich section, along with lower gold values* Hole 

K-66 returned 1.90 oz per ton over 1.2 feet at 390.0 feet. Hele AK-1 

returned a section of 5*01 oz per ton over 1.7 feet at 416.3 feet* These 
two sections appear to correlate very well as they are both located on the 
footwall of the zone. Hole AK-2 contained a section with spectacular 

visible gold which assayed 8.60 oz per ton over 2.0 feet at 397*5 feet. 

When averaged with the adjacent values, this section returned 2*38 oz per 

ton over 7*5 feet.
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Hole AK-3 was located 240 feet northeast of hole AK-2 and was 

drilled H80 W at -45 * The hole encountered eeveral well fractured 

sections of granodiorite and returned some low gold value?, including 

.08 oz per ton over 3*5 ^eet at 245*5 foot, and .10 oz per ton over 

2.5 feet at 265.0 feet.

Hole AK-4 was located on the shore some 260 feet northwest 

of hole AK-3. Thie hole was drilled southeast at -45O to a depth of 

491 feet. The purpose of this hole was to locate the granodiorite to 

the northeast of AK-2 as it appeared to he fingering. Four separate 

granodiorite intrueiveo were intersected and Borne gold values were 

obtained. A value of 1.00 oz per ton over 3*0 feet was returned at 

207.0 feet, and .06 oz per ton over 5.0 feet was obtained at 384.O feet. 

Following the magnetometer gradient survey, this hole was deepened to a 

depth of 821 feet in order to test a magnetic low anomaly. The anomaly 

was found to be causod by another large granodiorite intrusive which was 

intersected from 6^3*7 to 746*4 feet. The hole was drilled parallel to 

the fracturing and only low gold values were obtained in this deeper 

section.
Hole AK-5 was located 175 foot south of hole AK-3 and was 

drilled west at ~45O* The hole remained in serpentenite and waa found 

to have been drilled between the granodiorite intrusives.

Hole AK-6 was located 75 feet south of hole AK-3 and waa also 

drilled west at -45O . This hole intersected several sections of 
granodiorite which were well fractured and contained low gold values. 

Sludge values of .30 oz per ton over 10.0 feet, followed by .23 ox per 

ton over 10*0 feet were obtained from granodiorite at 112 feet, at the 

top of the bed rook.
Hole AK-7 waa located 265 feet northeast of hole AK-6 and was 

drilled west at -450 . This hole encountered a granodiorite intrusive 

from 26*4.3 to the end of the hole at 386 feet. Due to th* movement of 
the ice, the hole had to be abandoned while still in the intrusive* 

Although no significant values were obtained from the core, a value of 

.10 oa per ton was obtained from the sludge over the last 10 feet of the 

hole.
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llole AK-8 was located on the shore, 400 feet northeast of hole 

AK-4* Thib hole was drilled southeast in order to test for the north 

east extension of the granodiorite structure, and also to investigate 

the gradient magnetic low anomaly located some 200 feet farther out in 

the lake. The northeast extension of the granodiorite structure was 

encountered frout 326.7 to 364*3 feet, and it contained some quarts 

stringers which were running at 20 to the core. The gradient magnetic 

anomaly proved to be caused by a zone of granodiorite intrusives within 

the serpentenite which underliou most of East Bay. This structure was 

encountered from 539*8 to 714*4t for a width of 174*6 feet. Several 

well fractured sections containing quartz stringers were intersected, 

and as expected, most of these stringers were running nearly parallel 

to the core. An average value of .087 oz per ton over 6.8 feet was 

obtained at 550*9 feet within this structure. The hole encountered a 

third granodiorite intrusive at 882 feet, and remained in it to the 

bottom of the hole at 698 feet.

Hole AK-9 was located at the shoreline, 60 feet southeast of 

hole AK-4' The purpose of this hole was to test the granodiorite at 

depth, in the vicinity of holes K-28 and K-29. The hole, which was 
drilled S740W at -450 , entered the intrusive at 886 feet, and remained 

in it to the end of the hole at 1504 feet. Assay results from this 

hole were as follows*

Hole No. Orade oz/ton uncut Width Footage

AK-9 *40 5*4 213.3-218.6
AK-9 .31 2.1 886,0-888.1
AK-9 .28 2.2 953.0-955.2
AK-9 .30 27.3 988.0-1015.3
AK-9 .10 3.8 1148.5-1152.3

Prom 984.8 to 1024*0 feet, the hole intersected ft highly altered 
bleached zone within the granodiorite. This material was bleached 
brownish in colour and contained sericite and carbonate alteration. 
A considerable amount of visible gold was present, usually associated 
with narrow seams of chlorite. The zone was mineralized with stibnite 
and some sphalerite.
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While this alteration zone is different in character to the 

quart e stringer zones encountered in holes K-66 and AK-1, it does appear 

to line up northwest of these holes, and may possibly be correlated 

with them*

Hole AK-14 was located on the shore, 400 feet northeast of 

hole AK-9 and 100 feet southeast of hole AK-8. The purpose of this hoi* 

which was drilled S68OW at -45*\ was to explore the granodiorite at depth 

in the vicinity of the wide intersection in hole AK-2. Unfortunately the 

hole went badly off line and passed some 200 feet south of the intended 

target. Although several sections of granodiorite were intersected, the 

main body was not encountered. A summary of the assay results obtained 

in hole AK-14 is ae follows. 

Footage Rook type Width Grade oz/ton uncut

53.3-56.0 sediments 2.7 1.56
98.S-105.0 sediments 7*7 .02 and 0.^ Cu.
201.0-221.0 granodiorite 20.0 .04
535.8-537.0 granodiorite 1.2 .44
748.0-753.0 granodiorite 5.0 .07
1092.3-1096.0 sediments 3*7 .05
1197*5-11^8.8 granodiorite and

 sediment contact 1.3 2*75

1221.0-1229.8 sediments 8.8 .07

St ruotural pos sibilit i es;

There appears to be two possible structural interpretations 

for the wide gold intersections in holes K-66, K-6^, AK-1, AK-2, and 

AK-S/. In the first case, there is some evidence to indicate that the 

granodiorite intrusive has been displaced by northwest faults* 
Displacements of the magnetic contours and projections of the known 

location of the intrusive from drill holes suggest this possibility* 
In this case, the major direction of fracturing may be related to 

northwesterly trending faults, and parallel zones of gold bearing 
quartz stringers may strike northwest across the intrusive* Holes 
K-66, K-69, AK-1 and AK-9 roay thus represent the same zone, supposing 

a dip to the east* Holt AK-2 could then represent a new parallel 
structure which night correlate with the upper zone in hole AK-1.
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In the second case, a relatively flat lying stringer zone 

may plunge northeasterly along the intrusive* If this were the case 

the wide gold intersections in holes K-66, K-69, AK-1 and AK-2 could 

represent the same structure* The intersection in hole AK-^ does not 

fit this interpretation, and thus it oould indicate another structure*

In view of the distance between holes AK-1 and AK-2, more 

closely spaced drilling will be required in order to determine the 

attitude of the gold bearing structures.

The Area South of Kaymao point:

A well fractured area was observed on the shoreline, some 400 

feet south of Kaymao Point, on claim KRL 314* A series of northwest 

striking quartz stringers and veins cut northerly striking diorite and 

waxey porphyry dykes*

Two holes, AK-10 and AK-1? were drilled easterly to test this 

Zone* Although both holes intersected a well fractured dyke which 

contained a considerable amount of vein quartz, no significant gold 

values were obtained.

The Southwest Corner of East Bay;

A very strongly fractured zone outcrops along the shore, near 
the southwest corner of East Bay, on claim KRL 1012* This structure 
which occurs in diorite, contains approximately 30^ vein quart a in 
stringers and veins up to 1*3 feet in width*

Three drill holes, AK-ljj. AK-16 and AK-18 were drilled to 
test this structure. Although a wide fracture zone was intersected 
no gold values were obtained from any of these holes.

The Southeast Side of East Bay:

A band of brecciated lean iron formation outcrops on the 
southeast shore of East Bay, just north of the former Abino - Kaymao 
boundary line, on claim KRL 17798* As this structure was known to 
carry gold values on the surface, a series of holes were drilled in
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order to test it* A uiaguetic low oaoaaly eituated aorae 600 feet north 

of this shelving wau also tested by a lil 11 hole.

Hole Ali-1*; was drilled northeast across the magnetic low, and 

the anomaly wan found to be caused by a wide band of either quartzite 

or altered rhyolite, which was very siliceous and magnetioly low* 

While no gold values were obtained in this hole, the structural information 

gained may be of importance at a later date. The magnetic low persieta 

most of the way across East Bay, and it is thought to represent a fold 

the axis of which would pass through the best fractured area of the 

granodiorite.

Holes AX-20, AK-21, AK-22 and AK-23 were all drilled northeast 

under the brecciated iron formation. Hole AK-20 returned values of .15 

oz per ton over 5*2 feet at 94*3 feet, and .10 oz per ton over 3*6 feet 

at 113*6 feet within the brecciated sediment* A second band of sediments 

returned a value oft .06 oz per ton over 3*8 feet at 162*2 feet*

Hole AK-21, located 120 feet southeast of AK-20, intersected 

several bands of sediments. A value of .18 oz per ton over 1*0 feet was 

obtained from a band of cherty sediments at 175*0 feet*

Hole AK-22, located 90 feet southeast of AK-21, intersected 
several narrow bands of sediments, however, no significant gold values 
were obtained*

Hole AK-23* located near the collar of AK-20, was drilled to 
intersect the structure 100 feet northwest of the zone in AK-20* A 
wide breooiated chlorite zone was encountered but only low gold values 
were obtained*

Two additional holes were drilled in the general area* Hole 
AK-24 was located 280 feet southeast of AK-22, and was drilled northeast 
to the quartaite contact. This hole failed to intersect any beds of 
lean iron formation. Hole AK-30 was located 500 feet southwest of AK-24 

and was drilled as a cross section hole, northeast toward AK-24* Ho 
structures of interest were encountered in either of these holes*

Some additional drilling should be done in tke vicinity of 
the showing} farther to the northwest, from the ice.
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The SgjithvjSBt Soctiou oiilio

Several holes were drilled in the southwest section of the 

property as a follow up to the soil sampling programme, and to the 

magnetometer survey.

Hole AX-31 was drilled in investigate an arsenic soil anomaly. 

The hole encountered a waxey quartz porphyry dyke which contained some 

disseminated granular arsenopyrite, but no gold values* A few low 

values were encountered in other sections of the ho le i but no 

interesting structures were present.

Hole AK-32 was drilled to check an arsenic soil anomaly and 

also a magnetic anomaly. A band of cherty sediments containing heavy 

pyrite mineralization was intersected, but no gold values were obtained*

Hole AK-33 was also drilled on an arsenic soil anomaly and a 

magnetic anomaly to the north of the previous holes. This hole out a 

wide section of tuff and rhyolite breccia which contained some well 

mineralized sections. Pyrite, pyrrhotite, some chalcopyrite and traces 

of sphalerite were present within this horizon. The soil sampling work 

and the magnetometer survey suggest that this formation rune right 

through the property to the East Bay area. In view of the presence of 

sulphides within a rhyolite breccia horizon, it is felt that some 

additional work should be undertaken, as small amounts of copper and 

Zinc indicate the possibility of a base metal deposit somewhere within 

this formation.

The Carbonate Showing i

Two holes were drilled on an old carbonate showing on claim 

KRL 1013) Borne 600 feet west of the foot of Bast Bay* The showing 

consists of a quartz carbonate structure, mineralized with arsenopyrite, 

located on, or close to the contact of a northeast striking waxey quarts 

porphyry dyke. A few shallow holes had previously been drilled on this 

structure, and some erratic gold values were obtained.
Hole AK-34 was drilled northwest , and it intersected the 

carbonate structure 120 feet northeast of the surface showing!
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A 5 foot section of quartz carbonate, which was fairly well mineralised 

with arsenopyrite, was intersected at 21^.0 feet* A value of .06 oz per 

ton over 2.8 feet was obtained from this section.

Hole AK-35 was located 100 feet southwest of AK-34i and was 

drilled parallel to it. The hole intersected the carbonate structure 

but no values were obtained*

In view of the limited amount of drilling completed, it is 

felt that some additional holes should be undertaken on this structure 

in the hope that better gold values might be found, either at depth or 

along strike.

The ArBenppyrite Zonet

This zone was first encountered in the top part of hole AK-9 
where it returned a value of ,40 oz per ton over 5*2 feet, at 213.2 feet. 

This structure, which consists of narrow bands of fine arsenopyrite 

needles, accompanied by some disseminated needier) in the wall rook, was 

subsequently explored by a series of 8 additional holes. The arsenopyrite 

zone, although narrow, has now been traced for a distance of 200 feet 

northeast on strike from hole AK-28 to hole AK-25. Of the nine holes 

drilled, all but two intersected the structure, and most returned 

significant gold values over narrow widths* The zone remains open on 

strike, and to depth, and although no ore shoot has yet been indicated 

more drilling should be undertaken at depth, and to the northeast, in 

the hope that the zone will widen out enough to make ore.

A Ruraroary of the drilling results is as follows!

Hole Ho*
AK-9
AK-11
AK-12
AK-13
AK-13
AK-13
AK-25
AK-25
AK-25
AK-26
AK-27
AK-28
AK-29

Orade^oa/tonuncut
.40

no structure 
.58 
.22
.04 
.06 
.08 
 o? 
.18 
.06

rio structuvu 
.16 
.01

Width
5.2

1.2
1.0
1.5
1.2
1.0
1.0
1.5
2.2

0.5
1.5

Footage
213.2-218.6

146.8-148.0
49.9-50.9
52.9-54.4
6^.3-70.5

106.2-107.2
110. 9-111. b
115.1-116.6
78.3-80.5
134.0-134.5
177.2-178.7
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Magnetometer and Geo-chemical Surveys*

A magnetometer and a gradient magnetometer survey were carried 

out over the granodiorite area last winter from the ice. These surveys 

were subsequently extended to cover a section of Bast Bay* right across 

to the east shore.

The gradient trurvoy has proved particularly useful in that it 

was able to outline tho granonorite intruBivee as gradient lows. A new 

intrusive was disooverud by drilling a gradient low anomaly from the shore. 

This intrusive will require a considerable amount of drilling in order to 

properly explore it for quartz stringer zones. Several other gradient low 

anomalies occur beneath East Bay, and it is considered likely that some 

of them represent other granodiorite intrusives. Some additional drilling 

should be done to determine the cause of these anomalies*

An electro-magnetic survey was also carried out over this area 

and some interesting features were indicated, particularly in the area 

north of the granodiorite, on the shore.

During the past summer, two picket line grids were established* 

The southwest grid is an extension of the winter grid, and covers the 

area from the Kaymac Point to the south boundary* The southeast grid 
covers the eastern claims of the former Kaymac property* Arsenic soil 

sampling and magnetometer surveys were carried out over both of these 

grids* In addition, some geological mapping was undertaken, however 

this work has not yet been completed.

On the southwest grid, a series of northeast trending magnetic 

anomalies correspond in part with a series of arsenic soil anomalies. 

Drilling has shown that there are two mineralized sedimentary horisons 

running northeast across this part of the property* The northern group 

of anomalies may be of interest in that the mineralized horison contains 

a little copper and zinc, and also because it includes tuff and rhyolite 

breccia.
The East Bay serpentenite causes the strongest magnetic anomaly 

on the southwest grid* This structure trends northeast ac-roos the grid 

and extends into the foot of Eaat Bay.
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On the southeast grid, a strong east-west striking magnetic 

anomaly extends for some 2,000 feet across the property. The cause of 

this feature is unknown as there has never been any drilling in this 

vicinity. Additional goophytical work con&isting of a self potential 

survey should be carried out over this anomaly, to determine if sulphides 

are present*

Summary^

Abiuo Ooid Mines Limited has carried out an intensive exploration 

programme during the past year. The work included geophysical surveys, 

geo-chemical surveys, geological mapping, and some 17,622 feet of diamond 

drilling in 35 holes.

Drilling results were particularly gratifying, especially in the 

granodiorite area, where several important gold bearing intersections were 

obtained* The gradient magnetometer survey and follow up drilling have 

indicated the presence of a new granodiorite intrusive located 250 to 

300 feet south of the previously drilled intrusive* This structure, which 

is known to carry gold, has a potential length of at least 1,500 feet, and 

has not yet been tested by any drill holes designed to intersect possible 

northwest striking stringer zones. As a sequel to these results, it is 

imperative that additional drilling be undertaken in this area from the 

ice, as soon as conditions will allow*

It is felt that results obtained so far are sufficiently 
encouraging to warrant an underground evaluation project! however, this 
programme oould be more precisely planned, pending the completion of 
the recommended drilling*

Several other areas of the property require follow up drilling 
or additional geophysical work. AB these areas are considered to be 
secondary to the granodiorite area, only general recommendations will 
be included in this report* It is felt that the whole exploration 
effort should be concentrated in the granodiorite area this winter, in 
order to learn as much as possible about the structures while it is 
possible to drill from the ice.
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R ecommendati onsi

AB previously stated, it is felt that the first priority should 

be additional drilling from the ice in the granodiorite area. It is 

proposed that the first two holes be drilled in the vicinity of hole AK-2. 

These holes should be located 50 feet north and 50 feet south of AK-2, and 

should be drilled west at -450 , parallel to it. The purpose of these 

holes is to determine if the intersection obtained in AK-2 is related to 

the intersections in K-66 and AK-l, or if a second structure exists.

The new granodiorite intrusive located south of these holes 

should be tested by a series of holes over the length of the anomaly* 

These holes should be drilled west at -45 , and should be located along 

a line bearing northeast, at 200 foot intervale. A total of 3 holes 

approximately 600 feet deep will be required for this phase of the 

programme. The proposed locations of these drill holes are to be found 

on the 50 scale Plan of Drilling.

Several more holes will be required to investigate the various 

untested gradient low magnetic anomalies in the area. These holes should 

be drilled southeast, across the strike of the formations.

A total of 9t000 feet of A core drilling will be required to 

complete the proposed drilling programme.

On the completion of the drilling, and the evaluation of the 

data generated from it, the underground programme should be initiated. 

At the present time, there are two possibilities for gaining access to 

the gold bearing area located astride the former Abino - Kaymao boundary. 

A decline could be driven out under the lake from a point north of the 
favourable area to a depth of 500 feet. Drifting along the strike of 

the granodiorite could then be undertaken at the 350 foot and the 500 
foot horizons, in order to locate the favourable stringer zones.

The other option available for access to the gold bearing area 

is the rehabilitation of the Abino shaft. There are three levels 
established, at 200 feet, 350 feet and at 500 feet* In this case, long 
drifts on the 350 and 500 foot levels would be required to reach the 
the target area. In order to reach the intersections in holes K-66 and 

AK-1, 2,200 feet oi' drifting would be required if the heading were to
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follow the granodiorite. If a line urive i*ej-6 to be uauertaken, t Lo 

distance would be 1,700 foot from the fehaft. In ox-ue? lo reach the 

area of tLe intersection in hole AK-9* 2,30w feet of drilling would be 

required on thy ^DO foot level, if tue hiiadi.rit, were to retiiain in tue 

granodiorite, or l,SCO feet if a line drive were undertaken.

It iB felt that the results of the proposed winter drilling 

programme could be the determining factor of which method should be 

chosen. If other parallel gold bearing zones are found, closer to the 

shaft, then the rehabilitation of this facility would likely be more 

logical than the decline approach. If, on the other hand, drilling 

recults are negative toward the ehaft, the decline option would appear 

to be the best choice*

In either case, an extensive underground drilling programme 

will be required in order to further assess and outline the gold bearing 

structures* These zones should be opened up by drifting BO that bulk 

sampling! and possibly a mill test could be carried out*

In regard to the other areas of the property, some additional 

work should be undertaken next field season. Geological mapping should 

be continuedf and a self potential survey should be carried out over 

both gride* Some follow up drilling should be undertaken on the arseno 

pyrite tone, the southeast section of the property, and on the carbonate 

showing*
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Sohedule and Costs;

Based on the experience of the 1973 drilling programme, the 

estimated costs of the recommended drilling will be approximately as 

follows i

Diamond drilling, 9,000 feet of A core drilling @ J9.00 per foot 81,000.00
Moving, field extras S3 .00 per foot 27,000.00
Supervision, consulting, assaying, travelling, etc 20# 21,600.00

129 1 600. 00

contingencies 10^ 12,960.00 

Total cost of the recommended drilling programme. |142,560*00

The drilling should commence as soon as there is sufficient ioe 

formed on East Bay to support the equipment. This could be before Christmas 

or immediately after New Years.

In regard to the recommended underground programme, no cost 

estimate will be made at this time, pending the completion of the winter 

drilling* A comparative cost analysis will then be undertaken in order 

to determine which of the two underground plans previously discussed would 

be the most logical* In either case, a major expenditure in excess of 

J500,000 will be required in order to carry out the underground work*

Conclusions;

Several very encouraging gold intersections have been obtained 
from the area of the former Kaymac-Abino boundary, within the granodiorite 

intrusive* Because of the nature of the mineralization, it it doubtful if 
reliable tonnage and grade figures could be arrived at from surface drill 
holes alone, with the exception of the holes recommended in the vicinity 
of hole AK-2, it is felt that there is little to be gained by undertaking 
more surface holes in this area. While no tonnage and grade estimates 
can be made, it is felt that because of the distribution of the drill 
hole intersections, and the significant values and widths obtained, that 

there is now sufficient evidence available to warrant an underground 

evaluation programme.



The untested granodiorite intrusive located to the south and 

east of the area of these intersections may also prove to be important. 

The majority of the proposed holes will be drilled on this structure 

in order to determine if other gold bearing stringer zones exist 

within this intrusive.

Respectfully submitted,

Paul C. McLean M.A.So. 
Consulting Oeolegist.
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APPENDIX 

Referencesj

This report was written with reference to the following 

publications)

Geology of Balmer Township by E*O* Chisholm) Ontario Department of 
Mines, Vol. LX pert X, 1^54*

The South Half of Bateman Township by S.A. Ferguson, Ontario 
Department of Mines Geological Report No. 6, 1^62.

Geology of Dome Township by S.A. Ferguson, Ontario Department of 
Mines Geological Report No. 45, 1966.

A variometrio Survey of Kaymac Gold Mines Limited by J.W. Ambrose, 1^46* 

Report on Kaymac Gold Mines Limited by paul C. McLean M.A.Se., li*65.

Abino Gold Mines Ltd. Red Lake property, Ontario, by H. Grant Harper 
P. Eng. 1974*

progress Report, Abino Gold Mines Limited by Paul C. McLean M.A.Se. 
April 14, 1975.

1) A coloured geological plan of drilling Abino Gold Mines Ltd* 
on a scale of l inch to 50 feet*

2) A coloured geological plan of drilling Abino Ooid Mines Ltd*, 
East Bay Area West, on a scale of l inch to 50 feet.

3) A coloured geological plan of drilling Abino ooid Mines Ltd* 
East Bay Area South, on a scale of l inch to 50 feet*

4) A section through holes K-70, K-66, AK-1 and AK-5 on a eoale 
of i inch to 50 feet.

5) A section through holes AK-2 and AK-6 on a scale of l inch to 
50 feet*

6) A section through holes AK-9, AK-3 and AK-7 on a scale of 
l inoh to 50 feet.
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7) A plan of geophysical survey data, East Bay area, Magnetic 
Survey on a scale of l inch to 100 feet.

8) A plan of geophysical tmrvey data, East Bay area, Gradient 
Survey on a scale of l inch to 100 feet*

9) A plan of Magnetic Survey, southwest grid on a scale of 
l inch to 100 feet.

10) A plan of Magnetic Survey, southeast grid on a scale of 
l inch to 100 feet.
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CETITIFICATE

I, paul C. McLean, of the City of North Bay, in the District of 
Nipissing, do hereby certify as followej

1. I am a consulting Mining Geologist, residing in the City 
of North Bay, Ontario, Canada.

2. I am a graduate of the University of Toronto, Faculty of 
Applied Science and Engineering, in the course of Mining 
Geology, Ib50* I hold the degrees of B.A.Se. and M,A.Se. 
in Mining Geology.

3. I have no direct or indirect interest whatsoever nor do I 
expect to receive any in the property of Abino Gold Mines 
Limited or in the securities thereof, except as follows. 
I own 107,100 free shares and 200,000 escowed shares of 
Abino Gold Mines Limited.

4. The accompanying report is based on the author's personal 
knowledge of the property and was written with reference 
to government and company publications.

Dated at North Bay, Ontario 

This 15th day of November,

paul C. MoLean M.A.So. 
Consulting Geologist.
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